
 

 

 

11th June 2020 

Dear Students 

I am writing to you today with information regarding Centre Assessed Grades, Advanced Level results and post-18 

progression advice and guidance arrangements. Whilst some plans await further government guidance before they can 

be confirmed, I hope you will find this letter useful in terms of understanding where we are with our planning.   

A’ Level and Level 3 Centre Assessed Grades 

We have now completed the Centre Assessed Grades process and your grades have been submitted to the exam boards.  

I want to assure you that we have followed a very detailed, fair and rigorous process to determine these grades. This 

process was carefully considered and ratified by the school governors.  

We have used comprehensive information regarding your progress throughout your Advanced Level studies and are 

confident the grades we have submitted, based on all the information we hold, provides a true reflection of this 

progress. 

Based on these Centred Assessed Grades, the exam boards now have the ultimate decision regarding the final grades 

you will achieve.  

As I outlined in my previous letter, we are not allowed to discuss Centre Assessed Grades with you.  

Advanced Level Results 

Advanced Level results will be available on Thursday 13th August. We hope, by then, to be able to give you your results 

in person. However, this will depend upon COVID-19 and further government guidance. In terms of our post results 

support and advice service, we are determined that you will be able to receive all the advice and guidance you need 

regarding your Post 18 progression following the release of these results even if this must be provided by e mail and 

phone calls. We are also liaising with the Connexions Service to ensure students who need additional advice are able to 

receive it. 

Please remember if you have any concerns about your Post 18 progression please do not hesitate to contact Mr Clark 

or Mr Williams.  

We will write to you with more information about the distribution of A Level grades and the advice and guidance 

available to you, later in the term. 

Concluding Comments 

It seems very strange to be writing to you at a time when, had things been normal, you would have been in the middle 

of your Advanced Level exams. 

Please continue to take care and I hope to see you in the near future. 

Yours faithfully 

 

STEVE WILSON            

Headteacher 


